
CSA Balloons Now Offers Corporate Event
Balloon Decor Across Canada
CSA Balloons now offers balloon decor
for corporate events across Canada.

MONTREAL, QC, CANADA, January 29,
2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Promotion
and Decoration In One

Balloons give a nice special touch to
corporate events. They add an element
which is lively, exciting, and fun. They
create a positive atmosphere during
your business’ event. They can be held
up by ribbons, in a variety of balloon
arches, balloon walls, and even balloon
ceilings!

When you order custom balloons, you
get a promotional tool and a
decoration all in one! This simplifies
your process for planning corporate
launches and events. Personalized logo
balloon decor can be delivered and
installed at your event.

Balloon Decor Teams Across Canada

CSA Balloons has professional balloon
decorators in most major Canadian
cities. They can service your event in
Montreal or in Vancouver - and in
points in between.

Both multi-location and single location balloon installations are possible - with multi-unit
operators relying on CSA Balloons for reliable execution of national programs. Multi-city events
or simultaneous balloon delivery in several cities are all part of the balloon decor services
offered by CSA Balloons.

Matching Your Balloons With Your Branding

Using custom balloons as a promotional tool is also a great way to ensure that your marketing
item matches your company’s unique branding. With use of the pantone color system, CSA
Balloons can match your company’s individual coloring. 

If, for example, your business’ colors are blue and white, the pantone color system employed by

http://www.einpresswire.com
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CSA Balloons could match the shades used on
your original branding and print your logo or
message in your brand colours. Your promotional
tools will be entirely consistent to your logo.

Latex-Free Custom Balloon Alternatives

Unfortunately, latex-related allergies are
becoming more and more common, and certain
companies and public spaces such as schools and
hospitals are opting against latex balloons to
preserve the health of the people who are there. 

If latex allergies are a worry for you, you’ll be
happy to know that CSA Balloons also offers
mylar, or foil, balloons. They are recyclable, are
made from resistant foil, and are not known to
cause any allergies. They also have a floating time
of several weeks, which of a longer duration than
that of latex balloons.

Effective and Versatile Marketing Products

Corporate events in need of decor can now
benefit from these fun and effective, not to mention versatile, marketing products. CSA Balloons,
a qualified custom printer, provides these dynamic promotional tools for businesses of all sizes.

For your next corporate, go cost-effective and fun: use custom printed balloons - and get the
decor done by a local professional - CSA Balloons.
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